INTEGRATED SAFETY FEATURES

- Automatic pressure-sensitive flame extinction system.
- Gas cartridge safety alignment mechanism.
- Integrated gas leak prevention safety control.
- Safety sequencing electronic ignition.

Do not modify this appliance. No user serviceable parts.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

- Check that seals between appliance and gas container are in place and in good condition before engaging gas cartridge.
- Check alignment of gas cartridge collar notch with locating safety tap.
- Change gas containers in a well ventilated location, preferably outside, away from any source of ignition, such as naked flames, pilot lights, electric fires and away from other people.
- Do not use the appliance if seals are damaged or worn.
- Do not use an appliance which is leaking, damaged or does not operate properly. If there is a leak on your appliance (smell of gas), take it outside immediately into a well ventilated flame free location where the leak may be detected and stopped. If you wish to check for leaks on your appliance, do so outside. To detect leaks use soapy water never a flame.
- Do not use this appliance for purposes other than cooking.
- Use only on a flat horizontal surface protected from wind.
- Use only in a well ventilated area.
- Do not use the cooker under shelves and place at least 100cm away from walls and 20cm below ceilings.
- Keep away from flammable materials.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

CAUTION: During use some accessible parts of this cooker will become very hot. Keep young children away from the appliance.

- Remove cooker from storage case and place on a flat, stable surface.
- Lift open gas cartridge housing, using the finger hole.
- Check that gas seals are in position and in good condition. Insert the gas cartridge, carefully aligning the locator tab (see diagrams A and B). Push the gas cartridge locking lever down. Close cover.
- Ignite burner by turning the heat control knob counter clockwise to the spark position indicated by the star. Continue to rotate and apply pressure until igniter clicks. Repeat this action until burner ignites. Maintain the pressure and position of dial for 5 - 10 seconds. Adjust knob for temperature.
- After use, extinguish the flame by rotating control knob clockwise to the upright/off position and disengage gas cartridge by sliding the locking lever up to the top of the slide. Allow unit to cool and remove the gas cartridge before cleaning and storage.
- Clean with soapy water, no abrasives. Do not immerse the unit.
- Do not move cooker while in use.
- Be sure cooker is cool and dry before storing.
- Be aware of the phenomenon of flaring which may occur during the 2-3 minute warm up period.

Do NOT: Over-ride safety precautions. If gas carton ejects leave for at least five minutes and establish cause of ejection before trying again.

Type: Portable gas cooker
Model: BS110
Power: 2.2kw
Gas type: Butane (LPG)
Fuel consumption: 0.15kg/hr (2kW/Hs)

IMPORTANT: Please read these instructions for use carefully to familiarise yourself with the appliance before connecting unit to gas cartridge. Please keep these instructions for future reference.

Use only in well ventilated area away from flammable materials. Use in accordance with national requirements, for the supply of combustion air to avoid the dangerous build up of unburnt gases, for appliances not fitted with a flame supervision device.

NOTE: This appliance should only be used with Butane Battery® gas cartridge A4. It may be hazardous to attempt to fit or use other types of gas cartridge.
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For repairs please contact service centre:
JFA Limited, Mill Lane, Taplow, Maidenhead, Berkshire, England SL6 0AA UK
Tel: +44 (0)1628 637111 Fax: +44 (0)1628 773030 enquiries@jfaexport.com

www.brightspark.eu

We reserve the right to improve and/or modify this appliance without prior notice.

Bright Spark® is the registered trade mark of JFA Ltd

GB, AT, BE, CH, DE, DK, ES, FI, GR, IE, IS, IT, LU, NL, NO, PT, SE.